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EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMS

Notation
Course expected learning outcomes

After successfully completing this course, students are able to

Expected 

learning 

outcomes of 

program

Knowledge

K1
Describe the basic knowledge and system of scientific socialism

ELO1

K2
Present the system of scientific and revolutionary views of Marxism-Leninism on the process of formation and

development of socialism, especially socio-political issues in the process of building socialism. society
ELO2

K3
Apply the Marxist-Leninist viewpoints of the Communist Party of Vietnam to the leadership of Vietnam's

revolutionary
ELO1

Skills

K4
Analyze basic theoretical issues, the foundation of scientific socialism.

ELO6, ELO8

K5
Apply the knowledge learned in the course to solve socio-political problems in Vietnam and the world

ELO6, ELO8

K6
Apply the knowledge learned in the course to perceive the wrong views that deny Marxism - Leninism and the way

to build socialism
ELO6, ELO8

Ethics and Attitude

K7
Perform actively studying, accumulating knowledge and experience, contributing to the development of scientific

socialism
ELO14

K8
Form Marxist-Leninist ideology, believing in the leadership of the Communist Party and the path to socialism in

Vietnam.
ELO14

Chapter 1: Introduction to Scientific

Socialism

Chapter 2: The historical mission of the

working class; Socialism and the transition

to socialism

Chapter 3: Democracy and the socialist

state; social structure - classes and

alliances of classes and classes in the

transition to socialism

Chapter 4: Ethnic and religious issues in

the transition to socialism

Chapter 5: Family problems in the

transition to socialism

COURSE DESCRIPSTION

STUDENT TASKS

- Attendance: All students must attend at

least 75% of the class time

- Prepare for the lecture: read textbooks and

reference materials before going to class.

- Participate in midterm and final

assessment exams.

LEARNING METHODS

- Listen to lectures.

- Research documents.

- Answer questions, exchange, discuss in

class

ASSESSMENT METHODS

•Grading: 10

• Average score of course is the total points

of rubrics multiplied by the respective

weight of each rubric.

•Formative assessment: Participation

(10%); Midterm exam (30%)

• Summative assessment: Final exam -

essay (60%)
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